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Introduction

About the research

This research forms part of a programme of inquiry linked to the ArtWorks Scotland programme; one of 5 pathfinder projects funded by Paul Hamlyn Foundation (PHF) as  

part of ArtWorks: Developing Practice in Participatory Settings. ArtWorks is a UK workforce development initiative being developed with funding and support from PHF, 
Arts and Humanities Research Council, Creativity Culture & Education (supported by Arts Council England) and the Cultural Leadership Programme. ArtWorks Scotland is  

partner funded and led by Creative Scotland.

The overarching aims of ArtWorks is to support the initial training and continuous professional development of artists working in participatory settings in order to enhance 
the quality of people's engagement in arts-led activity and the arts, and create a more professional and confident sector whose work is valued and seen as important.

Key objectives are:

• To develop, pilot and embed training and continuous professional development methods for artists working in participatory settings at all stages in their careers

• To develop a better understanding of what constitutes quality in participatory work through sharing good practice across art forms and demonstrating positive 
outcomes

• To gather, document and disseminate compelling evidence of positive impact.

ArtWorks Scotland has involved a range of partners in developing the initiative in Scotland, including Creative Scotland, Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama, The 

National Theatre of Scotland, The Scottish Book Trust and the Glasgow School of Art. ArtWorks Scotland received £300,000 of funding from the Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation, which has been matched with £300,000 from Creative Scotland over the 3 year duration of the project from 2011- 2014.

ArtWorks Scotland's activity is being developed around three key lines of enquiry:
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• Are we developing increased connectivity and joined up thinking at all levels in the sector? 

• What are the skills, knowledge and qualities that artists need to work in participatory settings and how best can we support artists to develop these?

• What does quality look like and how best can we enhance the quality of this work in Scotland? 

Two research approaches have been developed to support this inquiry led approach:

1. Commissioned research - involving the appointment of research consultants to undertake a broader mapping of skills and provision undertaken by Consilium

2. Freelance Researcher within ArtWorks Scotland (AWS Researcher) - involving the appointment of a Part Time, Freelance Researcher working and integrated within the 

programme

The Freelance research role began fully in 2012 and as part of an evolving programme, has been necessarily responsive and flexible and has had 2 key functions:

•  to develop research that is responsive to the evolving programme and that might support understanding around agreed and selected lines of inquiry

• to identify with the project team ways in which the research might support future programme development

Other tasks of the AWS Researcher include supporting the AWS team to take an aligned approach to questions and data gathering within wider AWS programme areas; 

supporting ongoing monitoring and reporting, including providing selected information for Paul Hamlyn reporting; attending and inputting to regular AWS team meetings, 
and UK pathfinder meetings; reviewing relevant research studies and literature; undertaking general administrative tasks linked to the research role and the AWS 
programme.

Consilium’s research was undertaken over two phases: Phase 1 in 2011-2012 involved a mapping of Higher Education provision and Phase 2, in 2012, which was 

recently reported on, focused on the skills necessary for working in participatory settings. As much care as possible was taken to ensure that the different phases and 
research approaches being undertaken by Consilium and the AWS Freelance researcher, complemented one another in terms of focus, as well as timing and methods. 
The timing of the Peer to Peer Network (PPN) research was phased to try and limit the level and types of consultation and input requested from respondents - this was a 

key consideration in the PPN research as it was recognized that individuals had already inputted considerably to the ArtWorks Scotland programme and had their own 
significant workloads and responsibilities. As such, there was concern to balance the needs of ArtWorks Scotland in terms of gaining understanding about those taking 

part, with due consideration of best timing and methods of data gathering appropriate to the needs of the programme and the respondents involved.
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Methods: Fieldwork

Focusing on Peer to Peer Networks - Rationale 

A focus on the PPNs was proposed at an early stage, particularly in terms of potential to assess and understand experience and impact of individuals’ participation in the 

AWS programme. As such, the Peer to Peer Networks offered:

• A constant and continuous element of practice to observe over the duration of the AWS programme

• Potential for deeper learning - i.e. understanding of journeys, backgrounds and experiences of PPNs and any impact of participation in AWS programme over time

• A clear focus of research in terms of resource, time and skills

• Relationship/capacity building with networks, involving PPNs more deeply in the ArtWorks programme 

Methods
                
While there was some basic information about the PPN membership, mostly from initial application material and updated reporting, this did not allow a framed level of 
insight to the diversity of practice and practitioners making up the PPNs in terms of wider areas of experience. To allow agreed ‘base’ attributes/characteristics to be 

established about the PPNs alongside a more enriched response, a 2-pronged, quantitative and qualitative approach was outlined, which, included a questionnaire/small 
survey data and selected, qualitative interviews with key PPN contacts. The intention here was also more specifically to form some understanding about ideas of quality 

and work within participatory settings in terms of routes, roles and experience, directly from artists within the PPNs.

The questions in both approaches revolved around 3 areas:

 
1. About the individual

2. About their work in participatory settings
3. About their participation in the AWS programme and Peer to Peer Networks
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A. Quantitative questionnaire

Drawing on previous selected research undertaken including Bamford’s report on Quality Assurance for the Creativity Portal (2010), Young Audiences Inc Rubric for 
Teaching Artists’ Residency Design and Implementation (undated), Derrick’s (2011), Learning from Learn specifically, Quality Indicators, Lowe (2011), Audit of practice, 
“Arts in participatory settings” ArtWorks North East; Sellers (2012), Artist Consultation report ArtWorks Cymru1, as well as a review of previous evaluative material from 

AWS conference, a draft questionnaire was prepared and circulated for feedback from the AWS team. Some key areas explored are summarized as follows:

Career stage as an artist and as an artist in participatory settings (to highlight any potential convergence/divergence)
Art form as an artist and as an artist in participatory settings (to highlight any potential convergence/divergence)
Any specialist art from training undertaken and its perceived value/importance to work in participatory settings

Any influential points affecting decision/route taken into work as an artist in participatory settings
Roles as an artist working within participatory settings and individuals’ desired role (to highlight any potential convergence/divergence)

Factors that might contribute to/support quality of work in participatory settings and how frequently these factors occur (again, in terms of potential convergence/
divergence)
Motivation for joining/initiating PPN and effects of specific areas of participation in PPN on learning and confidence

As well as more categorical questions, selected, open questions encouraged qualitative responses to certain areas specifically: 

• Key or influential points or platforms that supported or influenced the development of individuals' careers in participatory practice 

• Key identified qualities of specialist art form training that are important to practice in participatory settings

• Key factors that could be put in place to further strengthen individuals’ confidence as an artist working in participatory settings

From initial discussions and understanding of work in progress across the wider ArtWorks programme, a research outline and plan for the AWS Freelance research was 
submitted in March 2012;  this was revised, with a final plan submitted and agreed in June 2012. As with earlier submissions, the June plan retained a focus and a 

leaning to the Peer to Peer Networks (PPNs), however, involved an alteration of the initial, requested sequence of approach and now placed qualitative interviews in 
advance of the quantitative survey. This agreement to shift the sequence from that initially requested i.e. quantitative survey first, allowed a clearer alignment of plans and 
approaches between the AWS researcher and Consilium commissioned research but also methodologically offered a more grounded way of testing questions with 

respondents and allowing the interview data to shape and inform the consequent questionnaire.
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B. Qualitative interviews

The areas of question outlined above, provided the frame for the qualitative interviews. These allowed questions to be opened up and teased out to help inform the final 

shape of the questionnaire, which, was ultimately grounded not only in other research but on the lived experience and responses of network members. 

These questions were delivered via a more discursive format through a series of interviews with key contacts in each PPN, which, in some cases extended more widely to 

include other members of the core PPN group membership. The interviews therefore involved a mix of 1:1 and 1:2 interviews with PPN contacts, a total of 10 across -  at 

that point - 4 networks. The interviewees were asked in advance whether they would prefer a 1:1 or 1:2 meeting, as it was recognized that for some, the latter might 

encourage a more relaxed discursive setting. All opted for 1:2 and this was the approach undertaken where practical and timely in terms of individuals’ schedules. Each 

interview had 1 hour scheduled, however in reality each took between 1.5-2hours, and longer, as the level and focus of discussion deepened and questions - some of 

which required further teasing out - were shaped and opened up through discussions. A schedule was drawn up, and a research protocol and statement was prepared in 

terms of explanation of the research and how data would be used, including issues of anonymity and confidentiality. Each interview was recorded with audio and listened 

to fully once all the way through with notes of key points made. These questions and their responses reshaped the initial outline questionnaire in terms of content, shape 

and format.

Adjustments, analysis and reporting

Two initial considerations had been to review the partnerships/contacts/connections which PPN members had made as a direct consequence of participation in the AWS 
programme, as well as undertake a categorization of approaches that the networks were taking to peer to peer learning. However, from the initial interviews it was clear 
that due to the early stages of the PPNs in terms of numbers of meetings and/or amount of activity that had taken place, this was too early a stage - particularly beyond 

the key contacts - to really be specific about such approaches, as activities within the PPNs were very much evolving. In terms of connections too, for many it was 
difficult to say what, if any, new connections had been made as a consequence of participation in AWS as yet. As such, it was agreed not to ask about these areas so 

specifically in the survey.  A single dimension analysis of all survey data was undertaken, which was then filtered and cross tabulated by art form, career stage, as well as 
by Peer to Peer Network. 

Section 1 - A snapshot of the Peer to Peer Networks presents a focus through the lens of PPNs. Numbers included in this data included representation from across 
the core group members of 5 PPNs; the aimed for return was 30, and the actual return rate was 25. This was not split evenly across all 5 of the PPNs so there is a little 

disparity of representation in terms of the PPNs and art form, as each PPN is fairly art form specific. Moreover 2 respondents exited the survey prior to completion of all 
the questions, reducing the response rate to 24 and 23 in later sections. The numbers of respondents are shown in all of the figures and responses are illustrated as 

percentages for consistency, however, it is important to be bear in mind this is a survey of a fixed and small group, and percentage rates should be viewed in relation to 
actual numbers of respondents.
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Section 2 - Layering the picture, qualitative and quantitative crossings: roles, quality, routes and confidence discusses areas in more detail, reviewing and 

presenting the data from different angles, including art form and career stage perspectives and aligns the quantitative with qualitative responses to enrich views and 

understanding. This review and analysis of both interview and survey data was undertaken in parallel to explore how emergent themes and ideas played out in each and 

in terms of any convergence or divergence. In particular, in relation to deepening understanding of the PPNs - quality factors, routes/influences (including art form training) 

and effects of their participation in AWS on confidence/learning. The research involving the PPNs was not intended as a means of making broad generalisations but to 

complement the commissioned research by Consilium, by offering a picture and understanding of key experiences from within the core Peer to Peer network members 

to:

• put in place a deeper understanding of the PPNs in terms of attributes and experience
• enable the potential to revisit and review this data in relation to PPNs as they journey through the AWS programme 
• consider whether the arising data can support further future development by AWS, potentially involving PPN members 

The interview and survey data in parallel, as well as the layered interrogation of the data by selected ‘filters’ of art form, career stage and PPN membership, helps 

understanding shift beyond the descriptive. While learning is grounded in and from the PPNs, it puts in place a solid basis and potential mechanism for further broader 
survey work that might test some of the emergent areas across a wider field. It also provides informed insight to the make up and views of the current core PPN 
membership.

Distinctions in questions

Three areas and questions were considered and presented qualitatively differently from how they appear in previous research.

1. Education and training: concern here was to tease out in what ways any art form education/training did potentially prepare people for work in participatory settings - 
did it equip individuals? Was it important and of value and if so, in what ways? Much previous research seemed to generate and stop at a ‘no’ response. This was 

initially tested during the interviews and the response suggested a different tack, as significant numbers suggested that their training - predominantly art form based - 
had considerable value to work in participatory settings. It may not have prepared them for the day to day experience but digging deeper suggested other kinds of 

value that in terms of understanding seemed important to consider and certainly to assert more clearly in the broader research frame.

2. Roles: as well as the importance of a categorisation of roles in participatory settings, concern here was to align the kinds of roles artists undertook with a parallel 

question on the kinds of roles that individuals would prefer. This was to help get a sense of where there might be potential to develop or influence the nature of 
opportunities as well as consider any corresponding needs to support these roles.

3. Quality: this question seemed to have a constant difficulty in terms of attempts at definition of what quality was. Through the interviews, this question was shifted to try 
to elicit the kinds of factors that supported quality - in whatever form that night be. As a result, when someone answered, for example, ‘quality is when participants are 
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happy’ or ‘you get a great feeling from the work’ etc, the questioning extended to ask what factors enabled that outcome to happen. This again opened up wider 
factors; some that concurred with others such as Bamford (2010) and Derrick (2011), however, the aims were to work towards a frame of factors and also, as with 

Roles, to align the factors that supported quality with some grounding in what respondents signaled actually happened - how often these factors actually occurred.

Ethical considerations

A key concern was to ensure and assure the anonymity of respondents - with such a tight and core group this was especially important. The whole concept of the PPN is 

based on trust and ensuring networks’ trust in the research process was key. Prior to the start of each interview, the purpose of the research and how the data would be 
used by the researcher, as well as its ownership by Creative Scotland was explained, and agreement from respondents for their participation and use of the data was 
sought both verbally and in written format.

Cycle of work

A summary and outline of the cycle of research preparation, data gathering and analysis is laid out as follows:

Preparatory Work Tasks Outputs

Prepare an agreed plan and time line based on 
contract requirements/needs

Ensure research plans dovetail

Make any necessary revisions to plans based on discussions and 
agreement with AWS team and in-keeping with meeting of 
requirements 

Agreed plan with AWS team including clear task list 
amongst team in relation to any needs to support 
delivery of plan
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Research Methods Outputs

Research Phase 1
Qualitative

To gain a clearer, deeper, qualitative understanding 
of selected core Peer to Peer Networksʼ members in 
terms of their views and ideas

Qualitative one to one, or one to two, interviews with agreed/
selected core members, anticipated minimum 2 from each PPN. 
Indicative numbers based on 4-6 networks 8-12 in total aimed for.

Qualitatively the interviews would be semi-structured i.e. to allow 
some openness of response to support potential of new areas of 
thinking, but linked to agreed lines of inquiry, with questions 
relating to quality formulated to include reference to selected 
aspects of past research re-quality i.e. Bamford, etc.

Key emergent themes from interviews noted to inform 
end October report and form basis for integrated 
analysis with quantitative material and past research.

Responses from PPNs directly help shape areas of 
next stage questionnaire ensuring questionnaire is 
grounded directly in learning from PPNs.

Research Phase 2
Quantitative

To gain a clearer understanding of wider core Peer 
to Peer network members in terms of areas such as 
career stage; art form; settings worked in; career 
influences and quality in relation to practice 

Ensure necessary PHF data is captured about PPN 
participants

Small survey/questionnaire developed to allow where necessary 
both categorical and more open responses

Numbers based on anticipated 5 PPNs, 30, actual number of 
respondents 25

Questionnaire set up on Survey Monkey; pre-send out testing; 
Data returned and analyzed 

Data on PPNs inform end October reporting and 
supports AWS planned info graphic development
Including:
• Working list of factors that support quality of practice 

in participatory settings 
• PHF Art Forms and Career stages
• Main route/s taken into work as an artist in 

participatory settings
• Influential points or moments that supported 

direction and work as an artist in participatory 
settings

• Participatory contexts or settings that individuals 
work in currently

• Geography/ies main participatory work is based in 
currently

Reporting and Reviewing

To analyze and draw research material together into 
report format

Review agreed relevant and related literature 

Frame research material/findings

Draw analysis and narrative into report

Written report
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Section 1 Key findings: qualitative and quantitative reporting
A snapshot of the Peer to Peer Networks

The following section offers a picture of the PPNs through cross tabulation by breakdown of network membership in terms of key areas: gender, geography, art-form, art-
form training, and career stage to support agreed and requested areas, however, also includes other extended areas of arising interest. To support anonymity each PPN 

has been assigned a number 1-5. Journeys and routes and quality and roles are discussed in more detail in section 2, which approaches and presents the data from 
different angles, including art form and career stage perspectives and aligns the quantitative with qualitative responses to enrich views and understanding.

Gender
fig 1. Respondents 25

Overall, Some 68% of respondents were female, and 32% male. In terms of 
breakdown across each PPN, the number of female respondents outweigh males 

across four PPNs: PPNs 2-5, with only one, PPN 1, showing a higher number of 
males to female respondents, 60% male, 40% female.
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Geographical base 

Overall,  In term of geographical base, some 12% of respondents were based in Aberdeen city, a further 12% Angus Council, 8% Dundee city and the lowest 
representation, 4%, Perth and Kinross and Borders. The highest geographical base of the PPN respondents, was Edinburgh city 32% and Glasgow city 28%. This 

geographical breakdown relates to each PPN as follows: 

fig 2. Respondents 25

PPN 1 respondents’ representation covers Edinburgh City 
and Scottish Borders, 80% and 20% respectively; PPN 2 

cuts across three local authorities, the highest numbers, 
60% Angus council, and 20% in both Dundee City and 
Perth and Kinross; PPN 3 all respondents Glasgow city; 

PPN 4, again cuts across three local authorities, the 
highest, 50% Glasgow city, followed by 33.3% Edinburgh 

city and 16.7% Dundee city; and PPN 5 representation is 
Aberdeen city, 60% and Edinburgh city 40%.
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Art form

Respondents were asked to indicate their principal art form. Overall some 36% of all respondents noted Theatre as their main art form, 28% Visual Art, 16% Music and 
20% Other. In this instance ‘Other’ indicated principal art form as both Dance and Theatre; Photography; Experimental music, sound and video art; Design and craft. 

While some of these could potentially fit under the existing art form banners, 20% opted to note these separately. 

fig 3. Respondents 25

 
When looked at by breakdown by PPN, we can see that the 

respondents indicate a majority of art form specific core members, 
with PPN3 100% Theatre; PPN 4 a mix of Theatre and Visual Art - 
over 83% Theatre and  just over 16% Visual Art; PPN 2 a mix of 

60% Visual Art and 40% ‘Other’ - in this case Design and Craft; 
PPN 1, principally Music respondents - 80% with 20% describing 

their art form as ‘Other’, in this case, Dance/Theatre; and PPN 5, 
60% Visual art and 40% ‘Other’ - Photography and experimental 
music and sound art. While the PPNs are fairly art form specific it 

is of interest to note the cross art form potential and instances 
where this is made evident. It is also important to note that within 

some of the PPNs, in particular PPNs, 1,3 and 4 there is a broader 
membership that extends across art form areas.
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Art forms used in Participatory settings

fig 4. Respondents 24  - respondent numbers shift from 25 to 24, as one person exited the survey at this point. 

When art form was looked at in relation to work in participatory 

settings, respondents were asked to note all art form areas - 
not only the principal art form - that they used in such settings. 
This shows that while there were principal art form specialist 

areas in each PPN, e.g. PPN 1 where there was a majority 
Music, art forms used in participatory settings extended to 

Media/Digital/Film and Visual Art and Dance/Theatre. This 
continues across all of the PPNs. PPNs 3 and 4, the majority 
had indicated Theatre as their main art form, and this retains its  

position in participatory settings, however, art forms extend to 
include Visual Art, Literature, Dance, Craft, Music, Media/

Digital/Film. In PPNs 2 and 5 where Visual art had been the 
main art form indicated, again this is echoed here, however art 
forms used extend again - in  PPN5 through all art from areas 

and in PPN 2 across 5 art form areas. We can see that from a 
specialist base, respondents employ a rich diversity of other art 

forms in their work in participatory settings.
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Career stage

Two related questions were asked around career stage. 1. Sense of career stage as an artist and 2. Sense of career stage as an artist in participatory settings. 

As the interviews had indicated some people had seen a distinction between the work they did in participatory settings and their work as an artist operating in other 
contexts, for example, a gallery or studio context, it was seen as potentially important to explore this distinction in relation to career stage. The intention was that it might 

help illustrate something of the complexities of experience, particularly in terms of considering new forms of training that might be directed at different career stages. 

fig 5. Respondents 24

In terms of career stage as an artist, the highest number of 

respondents from across all PPNs described their career stage as Mid 
Career, some 48%; 28% Early career; 20% Established and 4% 
Emerging. In terms of career stage as an artist in participatory 

settings, Mid career was still the highest and Emerging lowest, however, 
there was variation with slightly more respondents, some 29%, regarding 

themselves as Established in terms of their work in participatory settings 
and fewer respondents, 37.5% describing themselves as Mid Career. 
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fig 6. Respondents 24

When this is broken down by PPN we can see some of the 

variations of career stage amongst respondents from each 
PPN, which is helpful in gaining a sense of experience within 

the PPNs. PPN1 has the highest percentage of Early career 
respondents, 60% with 20% Mid and Established; PPN 5 has 

the highest percentage of Mid career 60% with 20% Early 
and Established; PPN 3 has the highest percentage of 
Established, 75% with 25% Mid; PPN 4 is spread equally 

across Early, Mid and Established in its respondents; PPN 
2, 50% Mid and 25% Emerging and Early career. 

Note: This was also reviewed by PPN in relation to career 
stage as an artist, which, when compared with career stage 

in participatory settings, showed some further variations 
across and within PPNs with the exception of two, PPN 1 and 

PPN 3, where there was a direct correlation between career 
stages in both categories. All others fluctuated: PPN2 had no 
Emerging but increased Mid career; PPN 4 noted Emerging 

career stage, increased Mid Career and decreased both 
Established and Early; PPN 5 decreased Early career and 

increased Established. Again there is some interest here, as 
with art forms, in noting the cross career stage mix of PPNs in 
terms of connections across experience, as well as the 

potential for variation in relation to settings/context.
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fig 7. Respondents 24

When we look at the number of years respondents indicated 
they had been working in participatory settings by their 

indicated career stage as an artist in these settings, we see 
something more of the potential difficulty with terminology: of 
those who indicated their career stage as Established, over 

85% had ben practicing for over 10 years and over 14% for 
3-5 years; of those Mid career, over 66% had been working 

in participatory settings for over 10 years, and over 33% 6-10 
years; Early career, moved between over 28% 6-10 years, 
over 14%, 0-2 years and over 10 years, and over 42%, 3-5 

years. Of the one respondent Emerging practitioner - 
describing number of years as ‘Other’, they noted that they 

were re-emerging having had a long break from teaching to 
concentrate on own artwork. This hints at something of the 
distinctions used in describing career stage. 

Note: these numbers are small and do not attempt any 

generalisation, however they do hint at issues of terminology 
that seem important to understand in terms of planning and 
training if these are to involve development around career 

stage needs. There are potentially different perceptions of 
what constitutes Established, Early, Emergent etc; you can 

clearly be an experienced artist but not feel established in 
participatory work and visa visa and from the interviews this 
also potentially alters and shifts across different settings. 
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Routes/Training

In terms of routes, the majority of PPN respondents undertook Degree level training related to their declared specialist art form, some 84%, with 8% indicating ‘No’ 
Degree based training in their specialist art form and a further 8% ‘Other’, which in this instance did indicate art from training: ”degree in illustration but art form area 

sculpture” and for another a “Pg C teaching in HE”. 

fig 8. Respondents 25

When this is looked at by PPN we see that all of the 
respondents in PPNs 3-5 undertook Degree level training in 

their specialist art form; with 60% of PPN 1 and a further 60% 
of PPN 2 also following this route. PPN 2 also contained 40% 

of ‘Other’, one of whom did undertake some form of specialist 
art form training. PPN1 was the only PPN with respondents 
who had had not undergone FT or PT specialist art form 

training in their principal art form area. This highlights that in 
terms of the PPN respondents, the majority are coming through 

this route of specialist art from training. 

Note: Some further discussion on the value and importance of 
this training is presented in a later section
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Opportunities as part of specialist art form training to gain experience of work in participatory settings 

fig 9. Respondents 21 (note, this includes all who positively asserted they had undergone training)

Across all respondents, 47.6% indicated that there were no 
opportunities as part of their specialist art form training to gain 

experience of work in participatory settings. 19% indicated that 
there were opportunities and they opted to do these; 9.5% 

that there were opportunities but they opted not to do these; 
9.5% didn’t know if there were opportunities and almost 5% 

signaled that if there had been opportunities they probably 
wouldn't had undertake them. A further 9.5% indicated ‘Other’, 
in this instance, ‘We had the option of doing a self led elective. A 

unit which we could write ourselves as long as our year leader 
approved’ and another ‘Only when I did teacher training but I was 

already working as a teacher at that time’.

Note: This suggests a potentially different picture about 

opportunities within art form training to gain experience of work in 
participatory settings - it is not as straightforward as ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 

but indicates a much more layered mix of potential and options 
that might exist, as well as active opting in and out of opportunities. 
It is important to note - rather than a deficit idea of art form training 

in relation to preparation for work in participatory settings there is 
indication of opportunity and individual choice and purpose 

affecting decisions.

Opportunities were also reviewed by breakdown by PPN as well as Art Form and Career Stage. The small numbers do not allow any generalization, however, they do 
point to distinctions in opportunities by art form, as well as career stage, and there is a hint in this data that some areas may offer more opportunities within art form 

training. This potential art form and career stage effect in terms of opportunities - on offer and in terms of take up - may be of interest to apply more widely across a 
broader response base to help layer understanding of gaps and provision; how and where to embed training.
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Settings worked in over the last 12 months

Respondents were asked about the frequency of their work within a number of settings to establish activity over the last 12 months. For each setting they were asked to 
select the frequency of their activity over the last 12 months in each setting. ‘Community’ - which is a broad and fairly unspecified setting - was the highest, with over 

45% working most frequently in these settings, and a further 29% indicating ‘often’ and over 20% ‘sometimes’. This was followed by ‘Schools’ with over 33% indicating 
‘most frequently’, a further 25% ‘often’ and over 33% ‘sometimes’. ‘Other education settings’, over 8% ‘most frequently’, just over 29% ‘often’ and over 45% 
‘sometimes’, with ‘Early years’ 25% ‘most frequently’, 12.5% ‘often’ and 25% ‘sometimes’. ‘Health’ and ‘Criminal justice’ settings were worked in, however, much less 

frequently. 

fig 10. Respondents 24
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The following table shows the breakdown of activity in these settings by PPNs in terms of ‘Most frequent/often’.

Table 1 Respondents 24

health criminal justice schools early years education other community

PPN1 0 0 40% 20% 20% 100%

PPN2 0 0 75% 50% 50% 25%

PPN3 50% 75% 50% 0 25% 100%

PPN4 0 0 66.5% 83% 33% 50%

PPN5 20% 20% 60% 20% 60% 100%

This is helpful as it illustrates over the last 12 months, the kinds of settings PPN respondents have worked worked in most often. Community figures particularly high in  
PPNs 1, 3 and 5 but is lower for PPN2 and PPN4. Activity in Schools spreads across all PPNs but is highest in PPN2. Other Educational contexts, again there is activity 

by all PPNs, but highest in PPN5. Early years shows activity by all PPNs except one, PPN3 and is highest in PPN4. Where there is least activity is in Health and Criminal 
justice settings with only two PPNs indicating activity in these setting over the last 12 months; PPN 3 shows a much higher rate of activity particularly in criminal justice 
settings.

 
NOTE: We can begin to see where potential experience and opportunities might lie. There is opportunity to look at this data in terms of more explicit conversations around 

why there may be an emphasis on work in some and not other settings across different PPNs; perhaps there are or could or should be more opportunities or a need for 
more support and training to support activity in different settings. In terms of PPN members and recent activity in settings indicated, it may be useful to look at any 
associated needs in terms of training and support and/or to look at the potential to build opportunities and/or experience of work in these less frequently noted settings.
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Effects of participation in PPN and AWS events/activities

Respondents were asked to indicate the usefulness to their learning, of various activities offered as part of the PPN and AWS; quite a large proportion indicated that they 
either ‘didn’t know’ or ‘didn't attend’ events external to their PPN activity, potentially linked to lack of knowledge of events happening, lack of time, or activity being 

directed only at key PPN contacts, such as the Peer to Peer training. 

These figures are indicative as the PPNs are still 
evolving means of communication, methods of 

working and meeting and sharing information; as 
are mechanisms within AWS evolving. In terms of 

PPN membership there is also some movement in 
terms of numbers - some PPNs have set numbers 
fixed around a small core grouping; others are 

actively growing their membership beyond their 
core group and these fluctuations present different 

kinds of challenges and opportunities for each PPN. 
This data is presented solely to help indicate how at 
this point in time, respondents were experiencing 

activities and any indicative highs/lows.

NOTE:  It does hint at the need to monitor and 

review best means of communication and sharing 
of information, within and between PPNs and the 
AWS programme; in particular being mindful of how 

information might best cascade out beyond the 
PPN key contacts, to the core group, and into any 

wider or evolving PPN membership.

fig 11. Respondents 23 
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Section 2 Key findings: qualitative and quantitative reporting
Layering the picture, qualitative and quantitative crossings, roles, quality, routes and confidence

Several areas were looked at in more detail: roles in settings and preferred roles; quality factors and factors as they occurred in settings; routes/influential points; effects 

on confidence through participation in the PPN and AWS.

Roles in participatory settings 	 	 	 	 fig 12. Respondents 24

Respondents were asked to indicate the frequency that they delivered 
a number of roles in participatory settings - these roles had been 
arrived at from categories in previous research and through discussion 

in the interviews. 

Across all PPN respondents we see that ‘facilitator’ is the most 
frequent role with over 62%; followed by ‘Creative/Artist leader’ over 
54%; ‘Co-collaborator’ sharing most frequent role with the more 

general, all round ‘Planning, Buying materials, managing finances’ at 
over 45%; When we look at this ‘more general, all round’ role added to 

‘often’, it moves up the chart. ‘Project manager’ is described by over 
41% as occurring very frequently, and 37.5% indicating their role as 
‘An artist’ as the one they delivered ‘very frequently’ within participatory 

settings.
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fig.13.  Respondents 24

When this is set alongside respondents’ views 
on their most/least preferred roles, the role 

respondents indicate that they most prefer is 
‘Creative/artist lead’ over 87%; followed by ‘Co-
collaborator’ over 83%; ‘Facilitator’, 75%; ‘An 

artist’ over 66%; A ‘project manager’ over 58%; 
and lastly, the more ‘general all round role’, of 

managing buying materials etc is the lowest 
preferred role, 25%. As noted in fig.12 above, 
when very frequently and often were combined 

within this role, it becomes the role that 
respondents delivered most frequently, and is 

the role that is clearly least preferred.

NOTE: In terms of preferred roles, such as 

‘Creative artist lead’, ‘Co-collaborator’ and 
‘Facilitator’, there is some potential to consider 

ways of further supporting how these preferred 
roles might be increased. 

This area was reviewed by PPN, art form and 
career stage to consider whether these had 

effect and the following, Career Stage is 
highlighted as of potential interest2.
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The following tables show a selected breakdown of roles in terms of frequency and preferences by respondents describing themselves as Established by career stage. 
While each career stage offered some insight, it is noted again that numbers are small and ‘Established’ offered a clearer indication of how experience may exert an 

influence on the nature of roles within settings - it could be of interest to explore these indications over a larger number by both diverse career stage and art form effects/
implications.

Table 2 Respondents (Established) 7
Career stage in participatory settings aligned with the frequency of roles in participatory settings -  ‘very frequently and often’ combined. Figures are rounded to the 
nearest whole percent.

facilitator co-collaborator creative artist lead project manager artist general - all round

Established 100% 71% 85% 61% 42% 71%

Table 3 Respondents (Established) 7
Career stage in participatory settings aligned with the percentage rate of preferred roles in participatory settings. Figures are rounded to the nearest whole percent.

facilitator co-collaborator creative artist lead project manager artist general - all round

Established 100% 85% 71% 57% 57% 28%

This suggests that in this cohort of respondents, Established artists -  in terms of roles - may be in a stronger position to assert and establish the role that they most 

prefer. This was echoed in the qualitative interviews; as with any research there are exceptions - more experienced or established practitioners will take on roles that they 
least prefer, in this case the ‘general/all round’ is an example, and there will of course be emergent, early and mid career practitioners who have clear alignment between 
roles delivered and preferred. The highlighting of ‘Established’ and proposition of a possible ‘experience’ or ‘career stage’ effect, may not be surprising, but it is important 

to attempt to assert such potential distinctions clearly: 

• as an area for possible further investigation in terms of considering the kinds of support that practitioners may need at different stages to allow them to communicate or 
assert more confidently the kinds of roles they would prefer

•  to understand more of the nature of how opportunities are created i.e not necessarily or always ‘made’ by others but by artists and individuals themselves who define 

their own roles.
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Quality

A number of factors affecting quality were formulated from the interviews. The interview focus specifically had asked people to give an example of a project or a piece of 
work that they felt could illustrate the kinds of factors that supported quality in relation to work by artists in participatory settings - themselves and/or others. This had 

involved time in conversation in teasing out in order to get to these factors rather than ‘outcomes’. These were categorized and related to ‘factors’ highlighted by others, 
including Bamford (2010) and other Pathfinder’s research, and a final listing was shaped and agreed for the survey with a further ‘Other’ category to allow added 
responses.

This section is presented as two Tables:

• Table 4 - factors that individuals felt were important to supporting quality 

• Table 5 - the frequency of these factors happening in relation to work in participatory settings. 

Table 4 highlights in red, factors that were stated and shared by over 70% of respondents as being ‘essential‘ to supporting quality - other factors less than 70% are 

shown and are, perhaps not surprisingly, still high, however, the focus here is on those over 70%. Having time to think and reflect as part of a project; Feeling 
professionally valued within the project and having Adequate resources - financial and other - to support planning, delivery and evaluation were the 

highest, with 78% indicating these were essential factors; followed by Realistic expectations of what can be achieved in the time and resource, 74%; Having 
‘buy in’ and trust between all partners/participants 73%;  A brief that allows creative input 70%, and A contract that makes clear everyone’s roles, tasks 
and expectations 70%.

Table 5 presents the frequency of how often people felt these factors - essential or important to quality - actually happened. Where ‘rarely’ has been indicated, these 

factors are highlighted regardless of the percentage rating high or low. What can be seen is that Adequate resources - financial and other - to support planning, 
delivery and evaluation is indicated as rarely happening by 52% and sometimes, by 44%. There is time to think and reflect as part of a project, rarely 48% and 

sometimes 43%. There are realistic expectations of what can be achieved in the time and resource over 30% indicated rarely, and sometimes, 56%. There is 
a creative approach to evaluation had not figured as highly in the factors that support quality, just over 30% indicating as essential, however, over 43% indicate that it 
rarely happens; similarly, Professional development opportunities are part of project only 26% had seen this as essential, however, in terms of frequency it is still 

worth noting as amongst the highest that happened rarely, with 44% indicating this frequency3.
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Table 4 (23)
Quality factors 
suggested importance

essential
%

important
%

not important
%

donʼt know
%

Being involved in research, 
planning and development with 
all partners/participants

61 39

Being involved in evaluation and
documentation with all
partners/participants

48 52

Having time to think and reflect 
as part of a project

78 22

Professional development
opportunities as part of project

26 70 4

A brief that allows creative input 70 30

Feeling professionally valued 
within the project

78 22

Having ʻbuy inʼ and trust between
all partners/participants

73 26

Time to build relations with all 
partners/participants

56.5 43.5

Numbers of participants are 
realistic in terms of time, budget 
and aims

48 52

Realistic expectations of what 
can be achieved in the time and 
resource

74 26
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Table 4 (23)
Quality factors 
suggested importance

essential
 %

important
%

not important 
%

donʼt know 
%

Understanding between all 
partners of what each can offer 
one another

61 39

Adequate resources - financial 
and other - to support planning, 
delivery and evaluation

78 22

A contract that makes clear 
everyoneʼs roles, tasks and 
expectations

70 30

A dedicated project manager 39 48 8 4

Creative approaches to 
evaluation

30.5 48 17.5 4
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Table 5 (23)
Quality factors how often they 
happen

often 
%

sometimes 
%

rarely 
%

donʼt know
%

Involved in research, planning and development 
with all partners/participants

57 43

Involved in evaluation and documentation with all
partners/participants

48 48 4

There is time to think and reflect as
part of a project

9 43 48

Professional development
opportunities are part of project

0 52 44 4

There is a brief that allows creative input 48 52

Feeling professionally valued within
the project

35 65

There is ʻbuy inʼ and trust between all partners/
participants

26 70 4

There is time to build relations with all partners/
participants

13 61 26

Numbers of participants are realistic in terms of 
time, budget and aims

9 69 22
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Table 5 (23)
Quality factors how often they 
happen

often 
%

sometimes 
%

rarely 
%

donʼt know
%

There are realistic expectations of what can be 
achieved in the time and resource

13 56.5 30.5

There are adequate resources - financial and
other - to support planning, delivery and 
evaluation

4 44 52

There is understanding between the
artist and all partners/participants of what each 
can offer one another

22 65 13

There is a contract that makes
clear everyoneʼs roles, tasks and
expectations

22 52 26

There is a dedicated project manager 26 56.5 17.5

There is a creative approach to evaluation 9 43.5 43.5 4

These quality factors were accentuated in the qualitative interviews and when looked at in relation to Bamford’s (2010) listing as requested, we see some correlation but 
also some further explanation and added factors. The following quality indicators noted by Bamford, did not figure explicitly in interview or survey findings emerging from 

this research.

• Responsiveness of personal and organizational boundaries

• Awareness of and reaction to local contexts 

• Opportunities for presentation/publication and public communication

• Accessibility and equality frameworks 

However, the following did:
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• Detailed reflection and evaluation practices. In this research, this is key; 78% felt this was an essential factor and 48% indicated that it rarely happened

• Partnerships. This is added to by this research, in that the respondents make clear it is not only about partnerships and partnership working but ‘having ‘buy in’ and 
trust between all partners/participants’; ‘feeling valued’ by each other; shared processes of working together across planning and evaluation 

• Flexibility of organizational structures - this was not asked directly in the survey, however, from the qualitative work, flexibility was bound up in areas such as having ‘A 
brief that allows creative input’ and is rooted in the nature of processes of working together that also involve buy in and trust - with this in place, opportunities for 
what and how things could happen were opened up

• Levels of shared and collaborative planning - again these are linked to processes of partnership working; 61% felt this was an essential factor in supporting quality, with 
57% indicating that this did happen often, however, again the research hints at broader nuances; these levels of ‘sharedness’ extend to and also require a level of 
understanding between partners; buy in and trust; time to build relations; feeling professionally valued

• Professional development provision. As noted, this did not figure so highly in the response rate in this research; 26% thought it was essential, however it was 
something that 44% indicated rarely happened 

What the research signals is that the value of reflection time is a critical element, alongside the importance of buy in and trust between all partners. There are factors - 
processes - that could be put in place that are seen as essential and important to support quality, and there is potential for these to happen more frequently. The 
respondents signal that with these in place other things can and do happen. These factors that supported quality and this buy in and trust, were described in the 
following ways by different PPN members:

Freedom, trust, autonomy, support, time to develop and explore possibilities, to be with the project completely [...] not predefining how long it will take to make; time and 
space to allow the creative process to take as long as it needs

Basic good planning; good partnership working; need to reflect and evaluate in tune with your own practice is an essential part of the process

Chemistry. Doing it for an organization and they devoutly believed it, backed it, supported it - you can make with nothing in the room if you work for an organization that 
backs and supports

Everyone wanting it to happen -– it’s not always money, but willingness, everyone buying in to this idea and what it can be

I do believe there’s a place for parachute work; building up to big things, building up to that; life’s like that; that's part of life - sustainability is also good – you enjoyed 
that? Lets do it again, lets parachute in again, lets mix in some coherent work that we do all year round but lets do 2 or 3 points where we take ourselves back up to that 
party again [...] There's a small group I work with. I work in a room with nothing; we don't have money; only ourselves and there’s some astonishing pieces of work - high 
end quality, no one sees it but me and the others; but the organizations support it, they believe in it.

Not about money in terms of cash but it is resources [...] the point is that you’re valuing it [...] resource can be space, a day in the gym with proper equipment, as 
opposed to saying let’s upturn a bench and imagine - we valued it; and everybody was trying to make it the best possible version of itself.
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Routes and influential points

The value or importance of specialist art form training to practice in participatory settings

fig. 14. Respondents 25

Numbers undertaking specialist art from training have 
already been discussed, however, this area of potential 
value or importance is highlighted here as of interest. Much 
research indicates that previous training did not prepare 
individuals to work in participatory settings. The interviews 
and the survey asked this question differently: Is this 
training important to your practice as an artist in 
participatory settings and in what ways - what qualities, 
skills and knowledge does it provide. The response is 
qualitatively and quantitatively quite different. Some 84% 
undertook specialist training in their art form. In terms of 
whether those who undertook that training felt that this Art 
Form training had value to work in participatory settings, 
over 71% said yes, 9.5% no and  a further 19.1% either 
didn’t know or noted ‘Other’ (all affirmed and specified this 
value). There may be an assumption that art form training is  
of value, however, it does seem important that this is 
looked at and stated more explicitly - what are these 
‘missing’ qualities, skills or knowledge areas that art form 
training doesn’t provide? What is the gained knowledge, 
skills and qualities from such art form training? Both sides 
seem necessary to understand, not only in terms of 
construction of training - what to provide where and when - 

but also in terms of dialogue with Higher Education in that 

this starts from a potentially more positive assertion of 
value of art form training that can be built upon rather than 
what might be viewed as a more deficit idea. 
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During the interviews, some articulation of these different kinds of qualities and their importance were opened up: 

“It’s the foundations of my house [...] I bring it to bear on Participatory work. It gives your practice [...] depth; helps when planning projects and workshops; my work is 

stronger because I was more invested in it, in my own art form”.

“All the discipline, rudiments of the discipline, the protocol [...] I apply [...] it’s really strict, you had to apply yourself; you have to go that extra mile. So you’re rigorously 
entrenched in that, you have so much knowledge about playwrights, formidable pieces of writing - a net inside your head of information and knowledge you’re able to 

furnish people with that - people in community settings enjoy and might expect that and it’s good to be able to share that world. That discipline infiltrates itself through the 
rest of the group - we can achieve and do things together; you give people stability because you’re grounded through your training and all that knowledge”.

“Yes [...] tools of engagement [...] I bring in my training, study of theatre and forms; I have to create conventions where people understand why I’m offering and saying 
what I’m saying – I learned it here (in art form training) [...] I have to bring an arts practice to it and be an artist in that moment to make decisions with that group while 

we’re collaborating”.

“It gave me knowledge of  [...] the discipline so I know the rules to subvert - you can change with knowledge. It allows passion for your subject that you spent time 
focusing on - you bring that into the room; instinct. Understanding of yourself and different creative journeys; that something can go on being in the moment; ability to fail 
and that's okay; ability to trust; you’ve had the experience of struggling - getting excited - in a position to lead shape with people who are doing it for the first time”.

This investment in subject or art form, and knowledge of that art form is important. Even when less strongly asserted, importance is indicated in terms of skills and 

techniques that are taken and shared and worked through with others. What is key about the qualitative responses is that they highlight something of the ways in which 
subject or art form knowledge is seen to strengthen practice and what can be shaped with people through this; and more so, that people worked with might expect and 
want this level of subject knowledge. Intuition, ability to fail, trust, are all qualities that are suggested stem from this training - being an artist - and this experience is 

something that is shared with others. 

Influential platforms

While many of the respondents had come through this specialist art form training route, in terms of movement into participatory work, respondents were asked to help 

highlight how these specific pathways opened up. This area was opened up in the survey and the responses are located and shown in the following table:
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Table 6  Respondents 15

As part of art form training, during or pre-training After graduation or unstated

Work experience that I independently organized towards the end of my degree - 
during the last year.

after I graduated - volunteering

Being an assistant at Youth Theatre, then support from another organization to 
explore the possibilities of projects further.

Seeing the work of companies such as Quarantine and Victoria Placement as a BA 
student with a young women's project and recognizing the role theatre and art can 
play as a tool for social change and empowerment

I was commissioned to work on a Educational/Public Art Project

I experienced working through Artists Networks in Schools

I knew at university that this was something I wanted to do in parallel with my 
practice

I was commissioned to work on an Educational/Public Art Project in 2009

I saw peers doing it after I graduated

Pre university I worked with young people with additional needs and early years 
stages 

As a teenager, participating in an inspiring community project and one particularly 
excellent teacher, and seeing benefits of this work first hand

For two years I worked with an organization that promotes and develops the 
performing arts for children and young people in Scotland - during this 
employment I was able to witness many examples of artists from across the 
world creating fantastic work in participatory settings which gave me a hunger 
and interest in trying to do the same myself.

My part time job throughout studying was working in a creche I enjoyed working 
with children, this has influenced my choice to work with young people.

My first teaching post was in an inner-city school working with disadvantaged 
youths.

I started by volunteering after a chance meeting with a community arts officer.
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The interviews enrich this picture of routes and ideas of where experience was gained:

For many it was “organic”, a desire to “make a living alongside ideals of contributing”. The route was sometimes “almost ad hoc”, linked to “chance” circumstances, or a 
“lucky strike”, where people “took a ‘chance” on you. Those chance opportunities to experience this work, then led for some to more structured “learning that helped me 
to progress in the field much more quickly; mentoring programme - got to mentor in all different kinds of art forms – helped me to focus.”

This is echoed by others: “It happened quite organically. My education prepared me for directing - community theatre might have have given me the tools but it wasn't 
what I wanted to do - about 3 years after I finished I did a 2 year apprenticeship/traineeship shadowing etc which gave me other skills or tools for those contexts”.

For others it was an “Epiphany”; from wanting to be a practitioner in their art form, within their art form training they had options of placement: “The community one I was 
curious ... I didn’t really know enough about it; in your final part of your training – full actor training; formal classical training. Fortunate opportunities came into play in my 
life. When I left (HE), [...] a mentor gave me big risky chances when I first started cutting my teeth working in quite high tariff quite terrifying areas.”

“I had a placement as part of (HE). I watched different organizations working; [...] I didn’t even know that existed. Big moment was working with women under 18; in care 
system; I had to think what I could offer that would be useful. I was terrified of this context but I made a piece of performance with them. Afterwards, one of the girls said 
‘you’ve really inspired me to go to university’. ‘Oh...really...thanks…’ I said - ‘have ye fuck’ she said. In that moment, I was like yes you are absolutely right [...] I don’t know 
anything about you. My practice became you tell me your story - in a safe way. I have to create exercises so it becomes their [...] practice not mine. That taught me loads 
[...]. This is where real things happen in these moments.”

What is of interest and is echoed in the survey data is that motivations and ways in are diverse. For some, a desire to work in participatory settings was there early on; for 
others it wasn’t there to begin with nor was it realized right away; it might happen as a consequence or after other kinds of training - sometimes people have a sense of 
motivation, others don’t; it might be a chance encounter. When people were asked to reflect on where experience of work in participatory settings might be best placed, 
again based on their own journeys, some of the following emerged:

“Not everyone can do this even if you train them. Not everybody has a propensity for this kind of work; not a manual and I’m trained - you've actually got to live it and do 
it and make hideous mistakes and have real career lows and highs to really know your craft so I don't know what you’d have to give someone.”

“A really dangerous game. When we came out of college we did a lot of trying things out. Much more fluid, found our practice through doing it based on a really strong 
foundation. I’m nervous of here’s a tick list of how to be an artist in participatory settings, it makes us all the same. I’m nervous but with a similar weight we need to be 
claiming these professional skills. I want what I do to be understood and not oh anyone can do a class. Its about the arts being properly valued.”

“Something earlier might have put me off; you have to discover for yourself; the accident is exciting. At the time (studying) if I’d gone through that…not sure its something 
that could have been taught but something I needed time to discover. Maybe its just knowing more about what’s possible.”
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Effects of participation in AWS and PPN on Confidence

Confidence

fig. 15. Respondents 23

From the interviews, 5 questions were arrived at in relation to 
potential effects on confidence being gained through 

individuals’ participation in their PPNs and AWS. Respondents  
were asked to respond to each category. Over 91% felt that 
their confidence was being positively affected by ‘sharing 

learning with others in a safe environment’; 87%, by allowing 
them to ‘see their practice in relation to others’; over 78% by 

helping to ‘validate what I’m doing as an artist in participatory 
settings’;  just over 65% by ‘feeding their own creative 
development’; and the lowest, 56.5% in allowing individuals to 

‘contribute to strategic development though links with AWS’.

Confidence was looked at in terms of PPN, art form and career stage. These offer some illustration in that as above, they are fairly consistently high and hint at more 

scope to explore how participation in PPNs and AWS might operate differently across career stages in particular, and how AWS as a programme might also proactively 
work to stimulate and feed these diverse categories, especially individuals’ sense of their creative development and contribution to strategic development.
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Factors that might support future confidence building

Respondents were asked if they felt there were other factors that could be put in place to support confidence building and these are presented below in relation to 
breakdown by career stage to gain some clearer potential picture of need:

Table 7 Respondents 14

Early (4) Mid/Middle (7) Established (3)

A framework to protect arts freelancers.

Having the opportunity to participate in someone 
else's creative project in a participatory setting - being 
supported to reflect and evaluate my practice

Continuation of peer to peer support external 
evaluation, documentation of participatory work 

More work opportunities and funding for projects in 
participatory settings, to inspire people to pursue 
training and development opportunities, and feel that 
the work is having a significant impact.

Further opportunities to exchange practice 
experience - e.g. residential! Support for development 
of local networks across the country? Projects check 
for being realistic when Creative Scotland funding 
awarded?

Increased acknowledgement of the value and input 
that an artist can bring to these projects

Something about educating partners and building 
respect for what artists can and do achieve in society 
that is more than just 'having a good time' and 
'touchy feely'. The preconceptions and lack of 
respect really frustrate me and sometimes hinder 
what can be achieved

Sustained support from CS and other stakeholders to 
further develop network

More opportunities for cpd, both in terms of learning/
sharing techniques for participatory art, but in my 
own practice...too easy to get behind the curve and 
then have less to share with others...to continue to 
develop within my own practice is essential.

Supportive mentor relationships as individual artist, 
direct assessment engagement with clients available 
as learning tools

More opportunities to shadow unusual workshop 
type settings, continued peer sharing, more 
understanding from commissioners/schools etc 
about what it takes to do what I do where I do it.

An umbrella of the value of having artists or a national 
body that champions it.
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Early (4) Mid/Middle (7) Established (3)

More training courses and opportunities - e.g. 
workshop techniques, technology, and specific 
working environments, shadowing other practitioners.

Ongoing opportunities to access i.e. interesting & 
thought provoking events with networking attached + 
mentoring / shadowing / skills sharing

Table 7 continued

The interviews again added to this reflection on what was affecting confidence and what could support confidence building further and also offers an important note to 

end on - PPNs voices. 

For some, future actions were clear in terms of what they would like to see happen that could further support and strengthen confidence:

Regular reflective and evaluation sessions. Art form based meetings of practitioners to share and discuss projects.

Provocation – show me things I haven’t seen, new skills, position my old skills in new ways; some brave new questions.

International practitioners offering workshops  - worlds of practice; you do the workshop; there’s shared thinking; ask high end questions and provocation through the
workshop; come away with a bit of a tool kit and use in your work. 

Space for artists to meet up in a more supported way - feeding the artist end of things.

Strategic potential and sense of acting strategically is important to highlight as it indicates the kind of connections that artists may not always have individually with bodies  
such as Creative Scotland or PHF and what this brings to things:

The PPN is Artist led - we are trying to be artist led – it’s very peer to peer and we are organizing ourselves at the moment - we are researching what’s the right
structure for us. That’s given us much more confidence, given us a better voice.

It’s bridging gaps between how our conversation works and others – understand the needs; put us together; help us bridge those gaps, give us the language of

those strategic executive conversations. 
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For many the importance of the PPN is simply that it’s breaking down a sense of isolation; that it is evolving and reflective:

What’s important is that this is Inquiry led, you have to trust in the process and people going on that process; [...], its only just started; it’s a journey and we're working it 
out.

This process gives confidence - not being on your own; being part of a network of peers to bounce concerns and worries with others increases your confidence.
Having recognition from a wider group - ArtWorks UK is confidence boosting; There’s nothing worse than not having anyone to talk to about problems or successes.

The most important aspect of a project is how much the people you are working with have bought in, so just having opportunity for safe dialogue about our practice. 
Freelancers work alone; feel quite drained of energy - don't generally have management or peer to peer networks, how valuable that is to keep you going and further your 

practice.

Often [...] you give to yourself last in the chain of things - bust your gut trying to come up with an idea, do all this work, the hard work the bit that can go wrong and you 
do that for free in your time from your bedroom in your pyjamas - you do that rushed - that's the bit that’d be good to have time.

Concluding comments

Clearly for the PPN members interviewed, networks were just the start of a journey. There had been mechanics to work out: how to administer and coordinate the 

network; who to invite and why; where and how often to meet; how big or how small to grow the network - a host of decision-making that is still underway. AWS has 
supported this process for the key contacts with Peer to Peer training, which was strongly endorsed by participants. Each network has been evolving their practice and 
processes of working to meet these developing needs - just as the AWS programme itself is evolving. Learning from this research opens up a number of important areas, 

potential opportunities and actions that might build on the learning gained from and within the PPNs, particularly in terms of Quality, Roles and Confidence. How might  
artists, funders and commissioners be supported to develop the factors indicated as essential in supporting quality within work in participatory settings? How might 

practitioners at different stages in their careers be supported to communicate or assert more confidently the kinds of roles they would prefer and how might we 
understand more about how roles are or might best be created i.e not solely ‘made’ by others for artists, but by artists and individuals themselves who define their own 
roles? Perhaps key to any route forward is a sharper definition of the questions necessary to support arising actions that are grounded in the complexity of responses and 

the overlapping effects of factors as highlighted in this research; it is not one dimensional - different factors become intertwined and have composite effect. Some 
possible ways forward and next steps form part of the ArtWorks Scotland action plan. 
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Appendix 1  

Roles and Preferred Roles

Quality factors importance and 
frequency

Infographic, Katherine Allan (2012).
Developed from roles and quality 
research data
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This poster shows what artists in Scotland told us about their work in participatory settings, 
including the roles they play and factors for quality. The information has been selected from 
two strands of ArtWorks Scotland research undertaken in 2012, the Skillset Research and Gap 
Analysis for Artists Working in Participatory Settings stage 2 report, by Consilium Research 
& Consultancy Ltd and the Learning from ArtWorks Scotland Peer to Peer Networks interim 
research report, by Dr Fiona Dean. To find out more about ArtWorks Scotland, and to read the 
full research reports (published December 2012), go to www.creativescotland.com/artworks

ArtWorks aims to support the initial training and 
continuous professional development of artists working 
in participatory settings. This will enhance the quality 
of people's engagement in arts-led activity and the arts, 
and create a more professional and confident sector 
whose work is valued and seen as important.

ArtWorks: Developing Practice in Participatory Settings 
is a Paul Hamlyn Foundation Special Initiative with 
support and funding from the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council, Creativity Culture & Education 
(supported by Arts Council England) and the Cultural 
Leadership Programme. ArtWorks Scotland is match 
funded and led by Creative Scotland.
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Information sourced from Learning from ArtWorks Scotland Peer to Peer Networks Research Report by Dr Fiona Dean
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